The Impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act on Non-Shareholder Constituents: A Silver Lining, But Will it Endure?

This Essay was composed in connection with a conference aimed at commemorating the fifth anniversary of the enactment of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (the “Act”). The anniversary provides us with an opportunity to reflect on the Act’s impact and assess whether predictions about its impact have come to fruition. Five years later, we know that the Act has had a host of both intended and unintended consequences. Moreover, while the Act has impacted shareholders and corporate managers, it also has had an impact on non-shareholder constituents, such as employees, consumers, and the broader community. This Essay will assess whether some early predictions about the Act’s impact on such non-shareholder constituents have come true, and comment on whether the impact that the Act has had thus far will withstand the recent economic downturn.

First, this Essay will demonstrate the increase in corporate rhetoric and actions addressing non-shareholders following the passage of the Act, and highlight some corporate scholars’ original belief that the early surge in such rhetoric and actions would not endure. Second, this Essay briefly will examine some data suggesting that this early belief has not come to fruition. Instead, this Essay will demonstrate that the Act appears to have had a positive impact on non-shareholder constituents,
and such impact may be viewed as a silver lining to the much maligned legislation. However, this Essay questions whether this rhetoric and behavior will survive the recent economic downturn.

I. EARLY PREDICTIONS ABOUT THE ACT’S IMPACT ON NON-SHAREHOLDER CONSTITUENTS

A short time after the Act was passed I attended a conference at UCLA where a panel was asked to assess the probable impact of the Act on non-shareholder constituents. This was not just an idle question, but stemmed from what appeared to be a growing trend in the aftermath of the Act. That is, corporations appeared to have enhanced their engagement in other-regarding rhetoric and behavior. Rhetorically, there was an increase in the number of corporations trumpeting their commitment to programs focused on other constituents both on their website and within public documents. Many corporations for the first time began preparing separate citizenship or social responsibility reports documenting their good deeds.
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In fact, one study reveals that close to 90% of these kinds of reports were created post Sarbanes-Oxley. In addition to the rhetoric, at least on the heels of the corporate governance scandals, the empirical evidence suggests that corporations were in fact engaging in more other-regarding practices. For example, 2003 and 2004 saw all-time highs in corporate charitable giving, while proxy data and other studies documented an increase in corporate support of labor and other policies favoring other constituents. This was not an across the board increase, but there were some companies at least increasing their efforts in these areas. Of course, some theorized that the surge in rhetoric and behavior reflected a desire to present an image of good citizenship to counter that generated by the negative publicity of Enron and other corporations engaged in misconduct. In other words, to some extent people blamed the tunnel-vision focus on profit and wealth maximization for the corporate scandals, and saw a corporate focus on other constituents as a welcome counter to that vision, and hence an indication that corporations would not engage in corporate malfeasance. As one person noted, other-regarding acts may have reflected a "gussied-up bid for good favor" among the public.

So the question was posed: to what extent can we expect this rhetoric and its corresponding behavior to continue after the passage of the Act, and after the public concern about corporate misconduct dissipates? Interestingly, at the conference, all of the panelists (myself included) believed that the Act would not facilitate a focus on other constituents, and hence the other-regarding behavior, if not the rhetoric, would subside over time.

We predicted that this would happen for three reasons. First, the Act itself seemed to focus on financial matters such as the creation of the Public Company
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Accounting Oversight Board,21 the new requirements related to independent audit committees,22 executive certification of financial reports,23 and of course Section 404 dealing with internal controls to ensure adequate oversight of financial information. The prediction was that such a focus not only would prompt corporations to focus their attention on financial affairs, but also would discourage corporations from focusing on non-financial matters.24 Second, in the aftermath of the Act there was a renewed effort to empower shareholders, which many predicted would undermine the corporations’ ability to focus on non-shareholders.25 The effort to empower shareholders was led by scholars such as Lucian Bebchuk, who has been a leading voice in support of granting shareholders access to the corporate proxy statement and securing other measures that would increase shareholder power.26 Yet, Bebchuk points out that some people object to increased shareholder power because of the possibility that it will undermine the corporation’s ability to focus on non-shareholders.27
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Finally, many presumed that corporations’ increased rhetoric on addressing the concerns non-shareholder constituents would subside over time because the increased prosecution of white collar criminals along with the increase in civil prosecutions would serve to focus attention on shareholders and share value. In other words, the very real possibility that executives and officers would face lawsuits and severe criminal or civil liability for their failure to remain focused on financial affairs also would serve to make directors leery of focusing their attention elsewhere.

Hence, the idea was that the Act and the surrounding regulatory environment would discourage corporate actors from using their discretion to engage in acts beneficial to non-shareholders. To some extent, this may have been the point of the Act—to direct corporate attention towards shareholders and increasing firm value, without any attention to other issues.

II. THE SILVER LINING OF SARBANES-OXLEY: TRENDS SUGGESTING A POSITIVE IMPACT ON NON-SHAREHOLDER CONSTITUENTS

The predicted lack of attention on other constituents has not come to pass. Instead, since the Act went into effect, evidence reveals three trends that may constitute a silver lining for non-shareholder constituents.

First, since the Act’s passage, there has been an increase in efforts to focus corporations’ attention on issues that impact other constituents. Thus, proxy data reveals that since 2002, there have been a record number of shareholder proposals regarding issues important to other constituents. Such proposals range from those relating to the environment to those associated with labor and employment matters.

Second, corporations have responded to these efforts, and thus not only have corporations engaged in more dialogue about these issues, but also there has been an increase in the number of measures adopted aimed at enhancing other constituents. Thus, in the past five years, proxy data reveals an increase in the number of corporations responding favorably to proposals concerning other-constituents. Indeed, proxy data from the Institute for Shareholder Services shows that, com-
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pared to prior years, the number of proposals implemented by corporations involving other constituents has more than doubled and in some cases tripled. Also, many proposals have been withdrawn because corporations have demonstrated an increased willingness to speak with advocacy groups about how to best respond to issues concerning various non-shareholder constituents. In fact, as of the beginning of July 2007, nearly 25% of shareholder proposals related to other constituents were withdrawn during the 2007 proxy season. Proxy analysts believe that withdrawn proposals suggest greater communication between shareholders and managers. Then too, shareholders and corporations have been forming a variety of different working groups to discuss key governance issues. Some of those issues focus on other constituents. Hence, the data reveals that corporations have increased dialogue about issues impacting shareholders and non-shareholders alike. Moreover, the data reveals that this dialogue sometimes translates into measures that have a positive impact on non-shareholder constituents and their concerns.

Finally, there has been increased collaboration between traditional shareholders and shareholders interested in supporting non-shareholder concerns. This increased collaboration has resulted in a steady increase in the level of support for issues impacting non-constituents from more traditional shareholders like mutual funds and other institutional investors. Support from more traditional shareholders has a significant impact on corporate managers. Indeed, to the extent managers must act in the best interests of the shareholders, managers must consider issues that receive broad shareholder support, even if those issues reach beyond strict profit. In recognition of this collaboration and the greater support non-shareholder issues have received from more traditional shareholders, corporations increasingly have endorsed the proposition that focusing on both shareholders and non-shareholders alike is important to the health of the corporate enterprise. This point should not be overstated because there are certainly many companies that are not engaging in other-regarding behavior. Moreover, even before the Act, companies expressed the sentiment that focusing on other constituents was important to
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firm value. Yet the proxy data suggests that after the Act’s passage there has been
greater across the board collaboration that appears to have encouraged corpora-
tions to focus attention on non-shareholder constituents. In that regard, the Act
appears to have prompted a positive trend in this area.

Therefore, an examination of recent proxy data suggests that the Act has posi-
tively impacted non-shareholder constituents—encouraging proposals that focus
on issues important to non-shareholder constituents, increasing dialogue about the
concerns of non-shareholder constituents, and inspiring collaboration between
shareholders and non-shareholders on common issues.

III. WILL THE RECENT ECONOMIC DOWNTURN CAUSE
THE SILVER LINING TO FADE?

To be sure, it is not clear whether the current focus on non-shareholder constitu-
ents will endure in light of the recent economic downturn. First, it is not clear that
any form of corporate activism, whether by shareholders or non-shareholder
groups, can survive the economic dip spawned by the credit crisis. Certainly, in
the past few years we have seen a rise in activism among shareholders and their
advocates. However, the credit crisis may cause such activism to end. This is be-
cause many activist shareholders, particularly private equity funds, relied heavily on
cheap capital to finance and employ their strategies. Without that capital, such
shareholders’ activism may wane.

Then too, even if shareholders can remain active with regard to core govern-
ance issues, it may be that activism that focuses on other-regarding behavior represents a
“bourgeois luxury” that we cannot afford during times of economic turmoil or
shake-ups in the capital markets. In other words, only corporations in strong
financial health can afford to engage in other-regarding or socially responsible be-
havior. This notion may be troubling to advocates of non-shareholders—after all,
employees and other stakeholders certainly experience hardships during economic
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downturns. Nevertheless, evidence suggests that this notion has some validity. For example, studies suggest that the more resources a corporation has, the more likely it is to engage in "socially responsible" behavior. By comparison, corporations with less resources are less inclined to engage in other regarding behavior. This observation may be self-evident, but it also underscores the notion that difficult economic times may decrease the extent of corporate other-regarding behavior.

Then too, even rhetoric regarding other regarding behavior may be a luxury during times of financial instability. Thus, studies reveal that corporations with many resources are more likely to engage in rhetoric suggesting a commitment to other regarding or socially responsible behavior, even if a corporation does not actually engage in such behavior. In fact, a survey of Fortune 1000 companies reveals that virtually all the companies at the top of the list engage in other regarding rhetoric. Such uniformity in rhetoric from extremely profitable corporations suggests that those corporations feel some pressure to project an image of other regarding or socially responsible behavior, even when there is no corresponding desire to engage in such practices. However, corporations at the bottom of the Fortune 1000 list are much less inclined to engage in such rhetoric. This suggests that, unlike their counterparts at the top of the list, such corporations do not feel as much public or social pressure to project an image of social responsibility or other regarding behavior. Even for corporations at the top of the list, any such rhetoric decreases significantly whenever such corporations experience economic instability. This data indicates that even the rhetoric of other regarding behavior is a luxury that corporations can ill-afford during times of financial instability.

* * *

In the end, at least currently it appears that the Act has not served to undermine corporations' willingness to pay heed to other constituents. So perhaps there is a silver lining to some of the more distressing features of the reform. However, the
question remains as to whether that silver lining will wear off during the current economic downturn. 57
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